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Penetration Testing with Shellcode: Detect, exploit, and secure network-level and operating system vulnerabilitiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Shellcode to leverage the buffer overflow concept

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand how systems can be bypassed both at the operating system and network level with shellcode, assembly, and Metasploit
	
			Learn to write and modify 64-bit shellcode along with kernel-level shellcode...
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Self-Service Linux(R) : Mastering the Art of Problem Determination (Bruce Perens' Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
"This welcome addition to the Linux bookshelf provides real  insight into the black-art of debugging. All too often debugging books  concentrate solely on the tools but this book avoids that pitfall by  concentrating on examples. The authors dissect and discuss each example in  detail; in so doing they give invaluable...
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Pyramid Algorithms: A Dynamic Programming Approach to Curves and Surfaces for Geometric ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
"Ron Goldman is a leading expert who knows the fundamental concepts and their interconnectedness, as well as the small details. The elegance of the writing and of the methods used to present the material allows us to get a deep understanding of the central concepts of CAGD. In its simplicity and pure beauty, the theory indeed resembles the...
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Programming with GNU Software: Tools from Cygnus Support (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1996

	
		The promise of having control over their environment draws programmers to UNIX. It offers powerful tools for the initiated within an operating system that can be customized and tuned in almost unlimited ways. Programmers use UNIX because it lets them do what they want. And they like to see the source code for the software they work...
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A Practical Guide to UNIX® for Mac OS® X UsersPrentice Hall, 2005
The Most Useful UNIX Guide for Mac OS X Users Ever, with Hundreds of High-Quality Examples!
Beneath Mac OS® X’s stunning graphical user interface (GUI) is the most powerful operating system ever created: UNIX®. With unmatched clarity and...
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Debugging Linux SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	Debugging Linux Systems discusses the main tools available today to debug 2.6 Linux Kernels. We start by exploring the seemingly esoteric operations of the Kernel Debugger (KDB), Kernel GNU DeBugger (KGDB), the plain GNU DeBugger (GDB), and JTAG debuggers. We then investigate Kernel Probes, a feature that lets you intrude into a kernel...
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Assembly Language Step-by-Step: Programming with LinuxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The eagerly anticipated new edition of the bestselling introduction to x86 assembly language

The long-awaited third edition of this bestselling introduction to assembly language has been completely rewritten to focus on 32-bit protected-mode Linux and the free NASM assembler. Assembly is the fundamental language bridging human ideas and...
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Debugging with GDB: The GNU Source-Level Debugger for GDBFree Software Foundation, 2000
The purpose of a debugger such as gdb is to allow you to see what is going on “inside” another program while it executes—or what another program was doing at the moment it crashed.

gdb is free software, protected by the gnu General Public License (GPL). The GPL gives you the freedom to copy or adapt a licensed...
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The Linux Programmer's Toolbox (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Master the Linux Tools That Will Make You a More Productive Programmer
Linux comes with an extraordinary collection of power tools for C and C++ developers. The Linux Programmer's Toolbox helps you leverage all that power and productivity--without mastering endless syntax options, tracking down hard-to-find...
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Linux Debugging and Performance Tuning : Tips and TechniquesPrentice Hall, 2005
This is the definitive guide to Linux software debugging and  performance optimization at both the kernel and application levels. Using  extensive Linux code examples, Steve Best systematically introduces open source  tools and best-practice techniques for delivering bug-free, well-tuned code.

Drawing on...
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Pro Android C++ with the NDKApress, 2012

	Android is one of the major players in the mobile phone market. Android is a mobile platform that is built on the top of Linux operating system. The native-code support on Android offers endless opportunities to application developers, not limited the functionality that is provided by Android framework. Pro Android C++ with the...
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The Art of Debugging with GDB, DDD, and EclipseNo Starch Press, 2008

	
		Debugging is of central importance to successful software development, and yet many beginning programmers are unaware of the techniques they can use to reduce the time they spend finding and fixing programming errors. GDB, a popular open source debugger, allows a programmer to trace program execution line by line, set breakpoints,...
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